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Janet Jackson in Saudi concert 
boycotted by Nicki Minaj

Janet Jackson, 50 Cent and Chris Brown were among artists who per-
formed Thursday at a concert in Saudi Arabia that rapper Nicki
Minaj pulled out of citing human rights concerns. A cheering crowd

danced to the thumping music at Jeddah World Fest, hosted in the Red
Sea city of western Saudi Arabia. Such scenes, unimaginable just two
years ago, reflect how the ultra-conservative Islamic kingdom is easing
decades-old restrictions on entertainment.

Minaj-well-known for her provocative, profanity-laced lyrics and
skin-baring music videos-pulled out of headlining the concert in a show
of solidarity for women’s and gay rights in the ultra-conservative Islamic
kingdom. The cancellation triggered a social media storm, with many
fans in the kingdom voicing disappointment and demanding ticket
refunds. The singer insisted on Twitter that her decision was not intend-
ed to “disrespect” the Saudi government. 

The announcement of her performance had prompted an online
backlash from arch-conservatives as the kingdom pursues a contentious
liberalization drive. Citing unnamed sources, a few Saudi media outlets
including the pro-government Okaz newspaper insisted it was the king-

dom that cancelled her show, as it went against local “customs and val-
ues”. The country has faced intense international scrutiny over its human
rights record since last year’s killing of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi
in Istanbul and the ongoing trial of women activists. 

The Human Rights Foundation has urged artists not to perform in the
kingdom. “It’s clear that, after losing Nicki Minaj on the basis of the
Saudi regime’s atrocious human rights record and their treatment of
women and the gay community, Crown Prince (Mohammed bin Salman)
has chosen to spend whatever it takes to give the appearance that things
are normal and that this is just another concert,” HRF president Thor
Halvorssen said in a statement. “Except it isn’t.”

Saudi Arabia is boosting entertainment for its citizens to have fun, in
what some see as an attempt to blunt public frustration over an econom-
ic downturn and high youth unemployment. The country’s General
Entertainment Authority said it plans to pump $64 billion into the sector
in the coming decade. But some acts have fuelled anger in a country still
steeped in conservatism. — AFP
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The audience reacts during the Jeddah World music Festival at the King Abdullah Sports City in the coastal Saudi city of Jeddah. — AFP photosUS rapper 50 Cent

Atribe of cats with names like Rum Tum Tugger, who sing, dance and hold
an annual ball to choose who will ascend to feline heaven for reincarna-
tion? Yes, that’s the plot of “Cats”-and somehow the new trailer for the

upcoming live action film adaptation of the famed musical looks even trippier
than it sounds. This week’s release of the teaser for the film-which stars Taylor
Swift, Idris Elba, Ian McKellen, James Corden, Jason Derulo, Judi Dench and the
Royal Ballet’s Francesca Hayward-had the internet losing its mind, leaving some
viewers mystified, others haunted over the unnerving mashup of the actors’ real
faces and feline bodies, all cloaked with “digital fur technology.”

As Jennifer Hudson, who plays Grizabella, belts out the musical’s classic song
“Memory,” the band of kitties who call themselves the Jellicles twirl through a
remarkably large home decked out in opulent shades of burgundy and olive, with
bizarrely enormous chandeliers and furniture on which the cats romp. Many on
Twitter voiced uneasiness over the peculiar sexiness of the humanized cats, par-
ticularly the breast-like furry mounds on some of their chests, with some wearing
jewels and extra fur coats. 

“My brain has melted. My eyes are bleeding. There is no god,” said one
Twitter user, @KristyPuchko.  “the CATS trailer is proof of a conspiracy theory
i’ve long believed-that rich people have different, much better drugs,” tweeted
another, @BrandyLJensen. Swift plays Bombalurina-the flirty cat, who is some-
times, well, catty-while Dench plays Old Deuteronomy, the boss cat who chooses
which feline gets a ticket to the “Heavenside Layer” to be reborn.

The sung-through musical “Cats”-composed by Andrew Lloyd Webber and
based on T.S. Eliot’s poetry collection “Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats”-
premiered at London’s West End in 1981, becoming a decorated global phenom-
enon and grossing $2 billion worldwide by 1994. For a time it held the record for
the longest-running musical on both Broadway and the West End, and has been
translated into 15 languages.

The Universal Pictures feature film directed by Tom Hooper, who did 2012’s
“Les Miserables,” is set to premiere December 20, 2019. But some say their lives
already are forever changed only after seeing the fantasy musical’s trailer. Others
acted unmoved. “I don’t know why you’re all freaking out over miniature yet
huge cats with human celebrity faces and sexy breasts performing a demented
dream ballet for kids,” tweeted @louisvirtel.—AFP
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Puerto Rican trap superstar Bad Bunny is taking a break from music
in light of mass protests in his home demanding the resignation of its
governor over corruption accusations. The 25-year-old considered

the face of Latin trap-a booming genre that fuses reggaeton with elements
of hip hop from the US south-said in an Instagram TV video late Thursday
that after finishing four contractually obligated shows in Europe he would
return to Puerto Rico rather than record his new album.

“I had planned on my agenda after finishing these last 4 shows, going
back to Miami to record my new album,” said the artist born Benito
Martinez. “But I’m going to cancel that. I’m going to cancel everything.”

“I’m going to put a pause on my career because I don’t have the heart or
the mind to make music.”

Thousands have been marching for days in the Caribbean US territory
demanding the resignation of Governor Ricardo Rossello, following cor-
ruption accusations and the leak of text chats in which he made sexist and
homophobic remarks. “I’m going to Puerto Rico,” Bad Bunny continued.
“I’m not going to stay silent. I’m not going to step aside, Puerto Rico isn’t
going to step aside.” To the chant of “Ricky, renuncia!” (“Ricky, resign!”)
large crowds have been gathering in the capital San Juan clamoring for
Rossello to leave office-which he is refusing to do. Prior to his announce-
ment, Bad Bunny did collaborate on a blistering new protest song
“Afilando Los Cuchillos” (“Sharpening The Knives”) with fellow Puerto
Ricans Residente, of the iconic band Calle 13, and singer iLe.

“We are sharp, like knives / Sparkling up to the edge / Weed must be
removed from the plantation / So that none of them take advantage of
what is mine,” iLe, the younger sister of Residente, sings in the chorus.
“Right now suddenly the government is completely exposed,” iLe said via
phone.  “I’m ashamed, but at the same time I feel proud that there’s a lot of
people from different parts of the island expressing themselves with one
same goal: We want the governor to resign.” —AFP
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The Truth”, the hotly-awaited new film by award-winning
Japanese director Kore-eda Hirokazu, will kick off the 2019
Venice Film Festival, organizers announced Thursday. Starring

Catherine Deneuve, Juliette Binoche and Ethan Hawke, the film tells the
tale of a French cinema star whose decision to publish her memoirs
prompts a mother-daughter reunion which turns fiery. “Truths will be
told, accounts settled, loves and resentments confessed,” the festival
said of the film.

The flick will screen on the first day of the 76th Venice International
Film Festival, which runs from August 28 to September 7. “It is with
great joy that I have learned that my new film, The Truth, has been

selected to open the Official Competition of the Venice Film Festival. I
am extremely honored,” Kore-eda said in a statement. “We shot the
movie in ten weeks last fall in Paris. As officially announced, the cast is
prestigious but the film itself recounts a small family story that takes
place primarily inside a house.

“I have tried to make my characters live within this small universe,
with their lies, pride, regrets, sadness, joy, and reconciliation. I truly
hope you will like this film,” he added. Kore-eda won the top prize at
the Cannes film festival last year with “Shoplifters”, about a group of
Tokyo misfits and crooks who form a kind of alternative family, called a
“modern day ‘Oliver Twist’”. He has been described as Japan’s answer
to Ken Loach, a director whose stories about struggling ordinary peo-
ple never fail to touch. “For the first film he has directed abroad, Kore-
eda had the privilege of working with two major French film stars,”
Festival Director Alberto Barbera said. “The encounter between the
universe of Japan’s most important filmmaker today, and two beloved
actresses like Catherine Deneuve and Juliette Binoche, brought to life a
poetic reflection on the relationship between a mother and her daugh-
ter, and the complex profession of acting,” he added. —AFP
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